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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

ART. XXXIII.-The Correlation of the Vital and Physical Forces. A Prize
Thésis for the Degree of M.D., C.M. By R. MAURIOE Buod".

PART I.
I commence by stating it as my belief that generally conversion takes place

through the chemical force, that is to say, when any one of the -physical forces
merges itself into one 'of the vital, it does se by inducing a chemical change,
and se liberating chemical force; which is then in virtue of the form of matter
through which it acts,- continued as:a vital force ; the form of this latter which
is ths -called forth, will depend upon the kind of tissue, that is,: the form of
cell through which- the chemical force passes, in which- it is. liberated, and. in
whièh it merges itself into the vital force which is its resultant; and conyersely,
when a vital action manifests itself as-physical forcepit does se in the first place
by inducing chemical chaige,·and isthen continued inthephysical force which
is the'resultant of.this change.

tSupposing this tolbe the case, the folowing laws wil be found of the utmost
impoi-tance. :

Là,w I, When bodies net already chemically united with others enter into
combination', force of some1kind isevoved, and the amount of this-force will. be;
in:the direct ratio of the strength of. the,, affirty existing between the bodies
thus uniting. In thesame ratioalso will be the intimacy ofteli ,union, the,
divergence:of the characteîs of: the resulting body fromits;constituents,† and
the stability of the new compound.

To illustrate this.part of the law, I refer to Dr. Wood!s experiments " on the heat of
chemical combination." Phil. Mag. Vol, II, of the 4th'series, p. 208, also Vol. IV, of.the
4th series, p. 370.

t This par't of the law will not apply to organie chemistry.
1 Even if solution be regarded as chemical action, as it probably should be, (See

"Thoughts on Solution and the Chemical-Process," by T. S. Hunt. .Amer. Journal. of
Science -and Arti Second-series, Vol XIX, Jany.-1854,) it is no exception to thislaw,
for when cold iesultsi or the opposite of anyforceitis due, to, the change in consist-
encelwhichqoie- cf the bodies concerned has undergone. Seo Groveon "The:correlation,
of-the Physicalforces," p; 174.-

7 VoL III.
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Law IL. When a compound body suffers decomposition, the force required to
effect this, will be exactly equal to the force given out in the formation of that
body from its elements.

Law III. If now the elements of a compound body enter into more intimate
union-which presupposes the decomposition of the already formed body-the
resulting force will be in the direct ratio of the strength of the affinity exer-
cised by its elements, &c., as in law one, but minus the force which was re-
quired to decompose the pre-existing body.

Law IV. If a body be decomposed and give its elements to the formation of
another body whose stability, &c., as in law one, is less than that of the body so
decomposed, the force actually expended in effecting such change will be in the
ratio of the strength of the affinity which existed between the elements of the pre-
formed body, minus the strength of the affinity existing in the new compound.*

Now the force evolved in composition and required to effect decomposition
may be (1) heat, as in ordinary combustion, and indeed in almost, if not in
every act of chemical union, even when the main part of the force given out
takes some other form. The converse of this is well seen in the case of the de-
composition of the carbonate of lime by heat, and also very beautifully in the
following experiment by Robertson.t A substance capable of supporting in-
tense heat without fusing, and at the same time incapable of being acted upon
by either of its elements, (such as platinum or iridium) raised to a higher point
of ignition and then immersed in water will decompose some of it, and bubbles
of oxygen and hydrogen will rise to the surface. The heat required to effect
this decomposition is, according to the experimenter, equal to 2386°. (2) This
force may be electricity as when that is evolved by a galvanic battery, or con-
versely, when it is made to decompose water, the alkalies, &c. (3) It may be
light as when this is given off along with heat in ordinary combustion, and this
is better seen in cases of slow combination such as phosphorescence, where light is
much the most manifest of the forces evolved, and where heat is developed in
such small quantities that for a long time it was doubted if any is liberated at
all. Conversely it is well known that light has the power of decomposing several
of the saits of silver, hydrocyanie acid, &c., and in contact with the green
leaves of plants, carbonic acid and ammonia. So I might go on with the other
forms of physical force, but to no purpose, as these exq;mples will be sufficient to
illustrate my meaning, and I am not now concerned with the correlation of the

physica4 forces.
I shal now attempt to apply in some measure the laws which have been laid

down to the manifestations of force presented by the two forms of life on this
planet.

And first of plants.

It does not, strictly speaking, devolve upon me to explain why, in the union of
bodios, force is given out, and the converse. A very ingenious theory on the subjeet is
put forth by Dr. Wood, who also gives his opinion as to why bodies unite, which is one
step further back still from my subject. See Phil. Mag. Vol. III of the 4th series.
Compare Grove " On the correlation of the Physical forces," pp. 175-8.

t Robertson "On the effect of heat in lessening the affinities of the elements of
water." Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XXI, p. 2.
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CORRELATION OF THE VITAL AND PHYSICAL FORCES.

Now the function of the vegetable kingdom in relation to the animal, is this ;
it takes the substances given out by the latter in its excretions or decay, such as
water, ammonia, carbonie acid, &c., and certain salts of potash, soda, lime, &c.,
and from them it reforms the complex organic molecules from whose decompo-
sition they were derived. This is the material view of the matter.

But these complex bodies are of much looser constitution (so to speak) than
are the simple bodies they yield on their disintegration, so that for the change
effected by the vegetable kingdom force is required, and by and by we shall see
whence it is derived; at present we shall consider the first stage of vegetation,
namely, germination, which will be seen to be essentially different from the after-
growth of the plant, and closely allied to animal vitality.

The seed, then, is placed in the ground, and subjected to the influence of
heat and moisture ; soon the organized matter contained in it enters into de-
composition; some of the albuminous matter becomes a ferment by means of
which the starch is converted first into dextrine, and then into sugar, and dis-
solved. A part however does not stop here, but receiving oxygen from the air
passes downwards by a regular process of oxydation to the lowest and most
stable condition it can attain, and remains as water and carbonic acid.* In the
meantime in the place of the seed we have a young plant, for roots have struck
downwards, and a stem bearing leaves upwards. Up to this time no force but
heat has acted upon the young plant, and now without light action will cease,
unless it be some slight breaking down of tissue in one place and building up
in another.

But now let us sec from whence came the force which has from the matter
contained in the seed built up a regularly organized fabric. To understand this
let us weigh the plant thus formed, and supposing we had weighed the seed we
shall find-putting out of account any -water that may have been absorbed by
the young plant-that some of the matter which it contained has disappeared.
It will not be found in the earth in the vicinity. A moment's reflection will
show us that ihuas disappeared, chiefly in the form of carbonic acid ; for when
germination began oxygen was absorbed by the seed, and carbonie acid and
water were formed. But carbonic acid and water are much more intimate and
stable compounds than those which were broken down in their formation, there-
fore force must have been evolved in the act of their composition beyond the
force that was required to break up the already existing compounds, (Law III).†
This force operating through a pre-existing fecundated germ-cell manifests itself
as vital force, and in accordance with, and under the direction of the laws of
life, builds up the fabric as far as we have seen.

But nOw, still supposing light to be excluded, the plant comes to a stand-still,
it has no force within itself that is capable of adding the dead matter around it

Gray's " Structural and Systematic Botany," p. 329. EncyclopSdia Britannica, sth
ed., Vol. VI. p. 519.

†'Compare with the ýrocess I am describing the sct of combustion of wood'; here also
we bave ternary compounds-almost identical with those in the seed-breakingnup and
by the addition of oxygen forming the same simple substances as in he othr case,
every one knows of the force given out here, and that it is entirely due to the opera-
tion of law III there can be no doubt.
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to its structure. If some of it, fron the operation of- physical causes, becomes
partially decomposed, some of the matter, by means of the oxydation of the rest,
thus liberating the necessary force, may be used by the plant, but beyond these
very narrow limits its growth eannot go on, and in these operations it is always
necessarily losing weight.- There is no force outside of it that eau help it, heat
has done its utmost in furnishing the requisite conditions for the performance
of the chemical changes that have so far -provided it with force; chemical afin-
ity can now do nothing for it, for every manifestation of this requires a part of
its own substance; unless indeed in such cases as the fungi, where the pabulum
for the growth of the plant consists, as in the animal kingdom, of organic com-
pounds; here the oxydation of the complex molecules taken into the plant, fur-
nishes both the material for its growth and the force that is to apply that mate-
rial, and make it part of the structure of the plant.

But now let a ray of light fall on the cotyledons and we shall find it immedi-
ately followed by the formation of chlorophyle, the decomposition of carbonic
acid and aminonia in contact with the green leaves; water at the same time is
absorbed, with which the free carbon unites, forming lignine, starch, sugar, &c.,
and with these elements, (0 H 0) the nitrogen of the decomposed ammonia
combining, foris acids, neutral substances, mild or acrid bodies, alkaloids, &c.,
and finally the protenaceous compounds albumen,. fibrine, and caseine.

I shall not stop to inquire into the chemical processes by which these bodies
are formed, indeed very little is known for certain on the subject except this,
that these bodies are built up from the elements of the more simple ones men-
tioned above-carbonic acid, water, ammonia, salts, &c.-with the constant evo-
lution of oxygen and absorption of light,* and this is perhaps sufficient for our
present purpose, as I have not space to enter into minute details; and whether al-
bumen, fibrine, and caseine are formed directly from the liberated elements of
water, carbonie acid, ammonia, &c., or what is considered more likely, are formed
from bodies which possess a certain degree of complexity, as starch and sugar, by
the addition of nitrogen, sulphur, and phosphorus, dcrived from ammonia, sul-
phuric acid, &c., or finally,- whether we suppose the nitrogen also to be derived
from complex bodies such as malaide, (02 111 0 N2 08) is of little consequence
in the consideration of the question I- am now concerned with.

However the process be looked upon we have here again the decomposition of
one body, and -the formation of another, but in an inverse order, as it were, to
that observed in' the former case; for whereas in that the body which was formed
had more stability than that which' was decomposed, and there was in conse-
quence a surplus of forcè;-in this case the -body formed is in a much lower
state of combination than that decomposed, therefore (law IV) force has been
required, and this fore~ we have seén is supplied in the fqrm of light.

There is another question, in connection with this supplyof force te plants,
of great interest rand importance; but which I think, may be;bestcpnsidered
*wheu I comeêto'speak-of the influence:of light- and heat on growth and develop-
mentwhere they donot'seem toact so directiythrough'the chemical force.

If we pass now to thé consideration öf aniinal life, we alil find it to bé under

•Encyclopædia Britannica, 8th ed., Vol. 1V, p. 519.
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CORRELATION OF THE VITAL AND PHYSICAL FORCES.

the influence of the same laws as those which govern the life of vegetables, but
to be in one sense diametrically opposed to the latter; for firstly, as to matter, it
requires for its maintenance to be supplied with organic compounds, animals not
possessing the power of appropriating. te themselves mineral mattCr;* and
secondly, as to force; it is supplied with no dynamic agency from any external
sourrce, at least not in the same direct manner that plants are.

This difference may be briefly expressed by saying that through plants the
other physical forces are converted into chemical force; and in animals this
chemical force is reconverted into the ordinary forms- of physical force, and so
returned to its former state. In each case, by its passage through particular
forms of structure, taldng on, in some part of its course, the various forms of
force called vital. And did this hold good throughout it would afford an ex-
ceedingly beautiful and useful line of demarcation between the two kingdoms,
but unfortunately as with all other distinctions, the exceptions to it are numer-
ous, though with them we need not now concern ourselves, as they have not the
least effect upon the theory for which I am contending.

Now these two facts are easily seen to be intimately connected with one
another; for as the food of animals is organic matter, that is, matter in a state
of weak union, of highly complex chemical constitution, the clements of which
readily, upon the least provocation enter into more intimate combination, at
the same time (Law III) evolving force, so animals may be said to appropriate
force along 'with the matter they cat.

Further, plants receiving force from without, do not again while they continue
te live, or even perhaps till long after their death, give out that force but hoard
it up; whereas animals taking in this force with their food, give it out in the
,performance of all their functions, such as -innervation, muscular action, secre-
tion, &c., and after. the animal body has arrived at its full size, so thatit requires
no force or.matter to be used in building it up which is not again given out in
its breaking down, it stands in the same relation to force that it does to matter,
not retaining any but giving out in some form or other all that it receives. But
it will of course be observed that this is not the case as long as any processes of
growth or development remain to be accomplished.
. Let us now consider the animal organism in the same way as we have donc

the vegetable, and to do so let us begin with the egg.
The egg being.subjected to a certain degree of heat, probably requiredtogive

-mobility to the particles of which it is composed, and net itself meant to be con-
verted into vital force, soon enters into thé same sort of decomposition as did the
seed in the former. case, oxygen.is absorbed, and carbonic acid and perhaps wa-
ter is given out, through.the minute pores o? the shell or sac as the casé may be,
in which the egg is enclosed. , As a consequence of the formation of these simple
and stable bodies-from the elements of other complex and unstable bodies, to-
gether; with-free oxygen, force is evolved. (Laws I and III).' At the sanie time

.Ido not speak here of thewater used by animals,,belcause although they injest and
in a sersenassimilate:it, it evidently can take no active part-in the conomy, as do the
organic artielsin-their food, and though it is extensively used, it is so as apugely pas-
sive agent.
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gradually, from a shapeless mass of albumen, a living being is built up. Toc
effect this force is required; on the other hand force is known to be given out.,
Moreover we know that on the one hand it is gradually liberated; and on the
other required at somewhat the same rate. Surely the conclusion forced upon
us is that the force here evolved is applied when force is known to be used-
rather than say, here force is annihilated; there created-or here force becomes
latent; there it is roused from its dormant state. For is it not unphilosophical
to suppose a cause which is iore than adequate to produce an observed effect ?

Now after the young bird is liberated from the shell, if it be weighed and the
shell with it, it will be found to contain considerably less matter than did the
egg from which it proceeded; we have seen where that matter has gone. And
if the tissues of the young bird be analysed they will be found to contain, at
least some of them, molecules such as hemato-fibrine = 2 9 8 11228 N4 S2

092), more complex, less stable, and held together by a weaker affinity, than
were those of the original constituents of the egg, thus displaying (besides the
morphological and histological transformations that have taken place,) the re-
sults of the expenditure of force. (Law IV.) We have also seen whence that
force was derived.

lu another place I stated that my idea of the agency of cells, as such, is that
they represent the form of matter through which the physical forces pass in their
conversion into the vital. Now the form of vital force manifested by cells varies
with their structure; and for any one kind of action we must have an appropri-
ate form of cell. But contained in all seeds and eggs capable of life, we have
a special form of cell, through which, undoubtedly, the chemical force acts as
vital power when it builds up the plant or animal, and which if absent makes
the material link incomplete; and the chemical force instead of passing to the
vital, is given out in other forms, chiefly as heat. But whether the egg or seed
be capable of life or not, still in its decomposition it must result, from the laws
laid down, that the same amount of force will bc given out by the time that its
elements, in either case, have reached the same chemical level.

Now after the young bird or mammal, as the case may be, has used the food
laid up for, or supplied to it by the female parent and has to shift for itself, it
receives no force from without, as does the plant in a similar situation, and
here, and not till we arrive at this point does the difference above mentioned
begin, but its food consisting of such matters as being in a state of loose com-
bination readily admit of the evolution of power by entering into greater inti-

naey of union. (Law III). At the same time, as if this were not sufficient, a
free element of pre-eminently strong affinities is taken in by the animal to com-
bine with them, as they run down to form the simple compounds.

But here it may be said that the young animal has not only to furnish energy
for the performance of its organic and animal functions-respiration, circulation,
locomotion, innervation, &c.,--but also it has to grow; increase in size. Its
tissues continually breaking down in the performance of their respective fune-
tions, it has to restore them continually, and not only this, has to add steadily
to their bulk. Whence comes the supply of force that shall be adequate to these
wants ? And here we see the purpose of the vegetable kingdom in its relation
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to the animal, perhaps more beautifully displayed than from any other point of
view. For the vegetable having received force from without, holds it in trust,
as it were, for the animal kingdom; and in the use of vegetable food it is known
that the animal does not raise the compounds contained therein to any higher
state of combination than that in which it receives them-except in the case of
hemato-fibrine, and perhaps a few other instances. To build up its nitrogenized
tissues it receives albumen, fibrine, and caseine; for its adipose tissue it takes in
fat, though it can also form this last from starch or sugar; its gelatinous and
eartilaginous tissues are supplied from the albuminous bodies by a procese of
diminishing complexity, and so on.

But this is not of much importance, after all, for the result would be the
same, namely, that on the one hand animals receive compounds of great com-
plexity and of loose chemical construction; and on the other hand their excreta
consist of chemical forms of great comparative, and some of great actual simpli-
city, between the elements of which there exists great strength of affinity, there-
by furnishing the conditions (Law III.) for the evolution of vast quantities of
force, which being directed into the proper channels by means of the various
forms of cells, through which it acts, performs al the functions of the body.

But here, if this be granted, another difficulty will arise in most minds,
which at first sight might seem almost insurmountable, for, it will be asked, is
it possible that such an immense amount of power of various kinds, put forth by
animals, can be derived from the decomposition of what seems to be the compa-
ratively small quantities of food they digest ? To illustrate this forcibly, I was
once for five days and four nights exposed to a temperature of from zero or below
that point to a few degrees above the freezing point: during this time I was sup-
plied with no food, no artificial heat, and travelled every day on foot through deep
snow from rmo)rning till night. Now, I ask, could the muscular force employed,
the heat evolved, and the vis nervosa put forth (without speaking of other formas
of force liberated in less amount), have been derived from the decomposition of
the tissues lost during that time ? I make no doubt that the reply must be in
the affirmative.

The answer to this difficulty resolves itself into two distinct parts. 1. The
consideration of the quantitative relations of the forces in question ; and 2. The
economic powers of animals compared to those of a machine of merely human
contrivance.

1. In the first place it must be acknowledged that we know little, if anything,
of the relations of quantity borne to each other, by the chemical force on the
one hand, and the various forms of vital on the other. But if we could get the
resultant of any vital force when it merges itself into one of the physical forces,
this being better understood, could more easily be compared, and this, fortunate-
ly, we can do in the case of the muscular force which as motion we can measure;
-and I think it may safely be granted that far more than half the force given
off by the body takes this form, thus enabling us te make a fair rough approxi-
mation to the result we are seeking. For if the relationship which exists be-
tween motion and heat be recolleted-that the motor force capable of raling
772 pounds one foot, is only equal to the heat required to raise one pound of
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water through one degree Far.,-and if we then consider what a small amount
of chemical action is necessary for the production of a considerable quantity of
hieat--how much heat, for instance, a little oil, burned in a lamp will yield,
while, at the saine time it gives off vast' quantities of light-I say if these two
considerations be put together, surely'a great part of our difficultywill be ré-
moved-for the direct antecedent of muscular action being chemical force,.the
disproportion that seemed to exist between them will no longer appear so striking.

2. That the animal body should be far superior to any machine of mere hu-
man côntrivance as an economist of force, is nothing more than we should ex-
pect, and may fairly infer from its origin, being planned and- formed by a Mind
and Hand so infinitely superior in wisdom and power to those that work araong
us. And lit must be regarded as a result of this economising that so great a
proportion of the force given off takes the form of motion, which as we have seen
is a'much cheaper form of foice-so to speak-than any of the rest.

(To be continued.)

ART. XXXIV.-A cheap Spirometer. By W.' E. BOWMAN, M.D., Mon-
treal.

A cheap spirometer may readily be made from two tin vessels similar in shape
to a length of stove pipe, but closed at one end; the one being 19) inches long,
and 6 inches l diameter, and the othér 18 inches, and 5 inches in di=meter.
The latter may be graduated into spaces of 8 cubie incies with our oidinary
gallon measure, which coutains 231 cubic iuches, and consists of 8 pints of 16
ounces each. th oz. measuring 1.8 c. inches.

Having piaced the*smaller vessel perfetly upright, measure into it a gallon
of water lé s half an ounce, and with a rule ascertain the precise distance from
the surfacè of the liquid to the biim of the vessel, then placing this measure out-
Bide of the tin, mark the height of the water as 230 c. inches. In a similar
manner with half a gallon and 10± fluid ounces, mark 134 c. in.

Next divide the space between these two points into 12 equal parts which
will be measures of 8 c. inóhes each, and with the compasses continue the gra-
duation upwards and downwards, placing the figures on the inverted vesel as
in margin. If its diameter be everywhere alike, the measurc, must be correct,
its accuracy however may be easily tested by the annexed subdivisions of the
saïne measu'e. The pulleys and counterpoise may no* be adjusted for the gra-
duàteà tin.

Next fil thë large- vessel with water so that the smaller may be jist covered
wën inser'ted jnto ii aUd mark the height of thé water on the -inside of the
1ägr tin. Thén räise thé amall one gentl until thé 174 c. in. line appears
eyen with the 'srface of the water, and màk a second mark of its level. Finally
put ila third giaduatii iu tè lar;e in when the smaller is i-aiséd comipletely
out of it,

lâstly ifi t*ô or tlree féet of flexible tbing,:ànd a mouth piece to the top
'f ile eni in; aría the spirometer will be -eady for use.

The gradiation in'ide of the laxger vesSel is to detect and obviate any difféi-



DR. TROUSDALE'S CASES IN PRIVATE. PRACTICE.

ence in the height of the water within and outside of the rising vessel, which
shouldbe raised or.depressed until the water is at its proper level, the, tube be-
ing closed by the finger during the adjustment and reading off.

_Montreal, 15th July, 1862.

•...•i uid oz.
•• • •• • • .

ART. XXXV.-Cases in privatepractice briefßy reported. By J. D. TRous.
DALE, M•D., Melrose, O. W.

Case of Rupture of the Liverfrom afallfrom a Waggon.

On the 12th of May, I had a painfully interesting case. In the morning, a
farmer of the neighbourhood sent his servant with his horse and cart, contain-

ing two bags of wheat to be prepared for sowing. The servant was told to lead
the horse, which he did for a couple of miles. Hle then got into the cart to
ride, but having no reins the horse commenced to run while goin; "down a
hill. The young man got out of the cart upon the shafts for the purpose of
getting upon the horse's back, with the intention of stopping his progress, but

14--
22--
30--.
38--
46---.2
54- -'

62--
70--
78- -
86--
94- -

102- -
110- -
118- -
126--
134--
142- -
150- -
158--
166--
174- -
182- -
190- -
198- -
206--
214--
222--
230--
238--
246- -
254- -
262--
270- -
278--
286-.-
294-t-,
302--

LZZZIZLI~i

••••••••••••

4 feet.
4 ft. 1 in.
4 ft. 2 4l

4 ft. 3 4
4 ft. 4 «
4 ft. 5 "
4 ft. 6 "
4 ft. 7
4 ft. 8 "
4 ft. 9 "
4 ft.10 "

4ft. Il
5 feet.
5 ft. 1
5 ft. 2 "
5 ft. 3
5 ft. 4 "

5 ft. 5 '

5 ft. 6 "

5 ft. 7 •
5 ft. 8 "

5 ft. 9 "

5 ft. 10"
5 ft. il
6 feet.
6 ft. 1 '

6. ft.2 '

6 ft. 3 •
6 ft. 4 '
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•••10 pts. 3 fl.

•••1 pint 5 R. oz.

•••2 pts. 6 fl. oz.

• 3 pts. 8j f. oz.

••••4 pts. 10J fl. oz.

••••5¾ pints.

•••6 pts. 13î fi. oz.

••:.1 gallon-less i oz.

••9 pts, 11 fl. oz.
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he unfortunately fell, striking the anterior portion of the abdomen and breast on
a stone, or large pine root, both of which were to be seen where h'e struck the
ground.

I was immediately summoned, and when I saw him I found him perfectly
pale, with cold, exhausted, and anxious countenance, and an extremely weak
pulse.

We were forced to take him home, (a distance of nearly-two miles,) during
which lie complained very much of an excessive pain in his back.. He talked
the whole time and was perfectly conscious. After having examined him care-
fully, I could deteet no fracture nor any other external sign of injury, except a
small ecchymosed spot on the back, and which was also slightly swollen. There-
was every evidence, however, of abdominal effusion. He was most closely watched;.
and although stimulants were freely given, he succumbed in twelve hours from
the reception'of the injury.

Having obtained the consent of his father, and with the kind assistance of
Mr. Osborne, a medical student of Buffalo, U. S., I performed a post-mortem
examination, -vhen we found the right lobe of the liver as completely cut in two-
as if the wheel had run over it outside the body. Its pieces were held together
by mere threads of arteries, veins, and nerves. A small portion of the riglit
lobe was crushed to pieces, so much so that pieces from the size of a pea to that
of a hen's egg were found floating in the blood among the intestines. The per-
itoneal cavity was distended with blood.

This case is interesting as shewing a very grave accident from comparatively
slight causes.

Melrose, 30th May, 1862.

HOSPITAL REPORT DEPARTMENT.

Edited by FRANCIS W. CAMPBELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., London.

Cancer of the Eyeball. Under the care of Dr. Hingston. Reported by Mr..
Kenneth Reid.

James Duggan, aged 61, a native of Ireland was admitted to the St. Pat-
rick's Ward of the Hotel Dieu, on the 7th of March, 1862.

About four months previous to his admission, the patient noticed a small speck
or wart growing upon the upper surface of his right eye ball. Soon after the
appearance of this growth, lie consulted a physician in the country, who pro-
nounced it to be a warty excrescence, and gave him a wash to apply to it. After
using this lotion for some weeks he gave it up as it appeared to do him no good.
He suffered very much during this time from severe pain in the head, and, as
the diseased part had increased very much in size, he decided upon coming to
Montreal for further medical advice. When the patient left home. lie was able
to see a little with the affected eye, but owing to exposure to cold during his
journey to this city, the eye became so very much inflamed that vision was com-
pletely lost.

On a careful examination, the disease was found to be confined to the ante-
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rior part of the eye bal, the whole of the cornea conjunctiva and anterior mar-
gin of the sclerotie being involved.

It was at once pronounced to be cancer by the attending physician, Dr. IHings-
ton, and on the 10th he extirpated the eye with a pair of curyed scissors, cutting
from above'downwards, and dividing the different structures in succession, be-
ginning with the lachrymal gland. The only point to be noticed in reference to
the operation was the removal of the lachrymal gland. Dr. Hingston stating that
in adopting this method ho had followed the advice of Mr. Butcher of Dublin,
although the extirpation of the globe was generally followed at no great interval
iby the cessation of lachrymati6n, as there was no eye, no tears were required to
moisten it.

PARIS CORRESPONDENCE.

M. M. Pouchet and Verrier, sen., have published a curions article on the mi-
grations of entozoa or parasites, especially the tape-worm and similar genera. As
you are aware, varions doubtful theories have been propounded, and even ad-
mitted on this difficult subject. Thus, a Naturalist bas affirmed that tSnias
may be produced in a dog by feeding it with the conures found in sheep; whence
he concludes that the two creatures are the same. But the chief object of our
authors has been to subject to a new verification the opinions held concerning
Toeæia serrata, a tape-worm, which is frequent in dogs, and the Conurus cere-
bralis, a vesicular and polycephalous worm, very common in sheep, on which it pro-
duces the symptoms of the turnsick, a disease in which the animal turns round
and round till it falls exhausted on the ground. According to Naturalists,
dogs eat the heads of sheep afflicted with this conurus which thus enters their
intestines. Each' of the heads of the conurus then seperates from the trunk,
grows to an enormous length, and becomes a tonia. The rings of this toenia
being from time to time expelled by the dog, fall on the grass which is nibbled
by the sheep. The eggs contained in these rings are hatched in the intestines
of the ruminant producing microscopie larv which travel up to the head, perfo,
rating all the tissues they find on their route, and even the base of the cranium.
Having thus reached 'the brain, they are transformed into the coenures which
are to cause the animal's death by turnsick. The cycle of transformations and
poregrinations is evidently too complicated to be accepted without confirmation,
and M. M. Pouchet and Verrier have by a new series of experiments dealt
.a heavy, and it would seem a fatal blow, te this theory. First, they quote
cases in which they administered the conures in question to dogs, and after 16
days found the latter' afflicted with tSnias varying in length fron 2 to 80 mill-
metres; after 23 days, the length varied from 4 millimetres to 40 centimetres
(13 inches) ! How could such an enormous difference in growth be accounted
for on the principle that the coenures produce the tonia ? In another series
of experiments 60 heads of conures were administered to a dog, and 78 tonias
were discovered; again, 100 heads of conures produced 237 tSnias. These
results can hardly be reconciled wih the supposition that the conures produce
toenia; and other experiments have proved that tonias îitroduced into the
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intestine of sheep do not cause any coenures to migrate to' the brain. This is
an interesting question for physiologists and pathologists. 'Our authors are still
continuing'their experiments.

Dr. Lunel has publisbed ten observations on small pox, from which 'he con-
cludes: 1. That vaccination is not a permanent preseivative agâinst vari6liform
eruptions; 2. That, contrary to received opinions varioloids are eminently côntag-
ious ; 3. That these eruptions are mild in thé case'of persons who have had the
small pox; 4. That, according to the predispositions of subjedts the foi-m of the
eruption varies from that of the varioloid type to that of the varicella or chicken
pox, with vesicular globules; 5. That it is absolutely nedessary to insulate varioloid
eruptions, because the latter may communicate the small-pox to those who have not
had it, or in whom the preservative power of vaccination is exhausted.

A report published by Drs. Bourdon, Leconte, and Reveil on the pul-
verisation of liquids, that is their artificial transformation into a kind
of dew,.confirms the fact that waters in that state will penetrate into the
respiratory organs. Sulpherous soda-calcarions waters, it adds, like those of
the Eaux-Bonnes, lose a large proportion of their sulphureous principle by pulve-
risation ; and pulverised waters in general lose part of their temperature, but they
adopt that of the ambient medium.

Dr. Quadri, an Italian physician, -has for several years past been treating
cataract with ammonia, and in many cases with remarkable success. The
following instance is reported by him in an Italian paper :-A woman of 22,
perceived a diminution in her visual powers, and consulted Dr. Quadri, infor-
ming him at the same time that her mother, two of lier brothers, and her sister,
had all been afflicted with cataract. Her eyes presented a cortical opacity-
which appeared greater at the circumference than towards the centre. Dr.
Quadri prescribed the daily applica~ion of liquid animonia in a watch glass to the
temple, and a few centigrams of hydrochlorate of ammonia administered in-
ternally. After following this treatment for two months, her eyes had so far.im-
proved as to enable her to resume her needle-work. The opthalmoscope reveal-
ed at the same time a diminution in the extent and density of the opacity. The
patient persevered in this treatment for five years, during which the affection
continued to diminish; she left it off for a month, but was obliged to resume it at
the end of that time, the infirmity having again gained ground; her return to
the old treatment was again attended with success.

Wens, as you are aware, constitute a disease known to be endemical in certain
regions which are generally mountainous. Switzerland, Bohemia, the Pyrenees
are notorious in Europe: in America the chain of the Andes possesses this dis-
agreeable privilege. Dr. Guyon has just published a curious communication,
showing the efficacy of a change of climate as a cure for wens. He states that
in 1858 a Belgian consul, who had been staying some time at Lima, went to
Santiago in Chili, with his wife and two daughters, one of the age of ten, the
other twelve. They had not been there more than-fifteen Months whenincipent
wenswerediscoveredon thechildren, while neither of the parents;oding probably to
their mature age, had any symptomi of the kind. Alarmed at this, the father con-
sulted the physicians of the country, who unanimously advised a change of climate.
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The mother accordingly embarked with ber two daughters on board the first vessel
boundfor Europe. The voyagewhich was predicted to last 60 to 70 days, ,was pro-
tracted to 110. The passengers suffered much, bothfrom the sea sickness and the
changé of temperature they had to undergo, in passing from the latitude of Cape
Horn to that'of the Equator. . During the passage, the children would .often
mechanically pass their bands over their necks, and thus soon perceivedthat their
tumours were visibly decreasing'; so that' on their arrival at Cherbourg, thewens
were half-gone. From Cherbourg the ladies' went to-Brussels, where the last,
vestiges of the affection disappeared. The physicians. of Santiago, in proposing
this remedy, must have had numerous proofs ofi its efficacy. Dr. Guyon also.
mentions the case of a considerable number of Swiss emigrants from Valais, who
in 1853 settled in Algeria, most of whom, the women especially, had wens;
but they had not been a year in the:rcountry, before-they became aware of a con-
siderable decrease in the size of the wens; and-by the end-of 1856 they had all
dissappeared.

The Academy of Medicine bas received a communication on the' congelation
of water from Dr. 'Robinet. , It is Well known that the e blocks of ice formed in
the sea yield fresh water by liquefaction. When sea water or, any saline -dis-
solution is congealed, the pure water is separated under the formof ice and there
remains a concentrated watery solution of the saline liquid. ' It is:thus saltris
economically obtained in the North of Europe. To increase the alcoholie strength
of wine, it may be subjected to artificial cold, whereby the water alone which it
contains is congealed, and the wine becomes richer in alcohol.- By operatingin
a similar manner on potable water, Dr. Robinet has found that it loses nearly,
ail its salits, whether:soluble or not. The waters of the lake of the Bois deBou--
logne having been subjected to the operation, the, small- quantity of.calcareous,
and magnesian salte they contained were eliminated.. The purity of the ,water_
obtained by this method is such, that it may, in many cases, beîusedinstead of
distilled water.

Many of your readers are perhaps not aware that ever since they have been
in the world, they have been -daily consuming a quantity of rubidium in the
shape of tea, coffee, tobadco and grapes. This singular abundance of an element
the existence of which was not so much as suspected a twelve, months ago, 'has
just been announced to the Academy of Science by M. L. Grandeau, whose re-
searches on rubidium and cosium- are already known. About three months
ago, M. Grandeai ascertained the existence of the:former in the beet-root and,
in the mother liquid resulting from their treatment for the extraction of chloride
of potassium This induced him to try whether any other plants, as rich in
potash:as the beet-root would yield rubidium- also. Tobacco was the first he
subjected to analysis, limiting his researches to the Kentucky and Havannah
leaves. A certain quantity of water which had been used in the tobacco manufac-
tory of Paris for the maceration of Kentucky leaf, was evaporated to. dryness;
the residue, being.calcined; yielded a whitesaline,mass, of a, spongy texture,
andcontaining much potash. This masss ubjected to spectrun analysis,,present-
ed the characteristic bands of lime, litbium, potassium and rubidium-the pro-
portion of lithium was small, that of rubidium considerable. The Havannah
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leaf presented the same characteristics. Tea and coffee, carefully reduced to
ashes, prove very rich in potash; on further investigation a considerable quan-
tity of rubidium is revealed, but no trace of lithium. Coffee is much richer in
rubidium than tobacco. As to grapesthe bitartrate of potash proceeding from,
and which is deposited in wine casks under a crusty form, was subject to an-
alysis, and yielded a small quantity of rubidium. Nevertheless there are certain
vegetable productions which, thouglh rich in potash contain no rubidium: such
as cocoa, the sugar-cane, rape seed, and some kinds of fucus. The abundance of
this new metal being now proved, M. Grandeau points to the importance of in-
vestigating its action as a fertilizer of the soil, a study which he has already
commenced.

Your readers may recollect the interest excited among professional men when
Dr. Demeaux discovered the antiseptic qualities of coal-tar, a mixture of which
with plaster being applied to the most fetid sores, will at once dispel the offen-
sive smell, and at the same time contribute to the speedy cure of the part affect-
ed. The Academy of Sciences has now received a paper from Dr. Desmartis,
announcing that logwood or campeachy (Ionæatoxylon camnpechianum) possesses
the same valuable property and in a much higher degree. This fact was dis-
covered by accident: Dr. Desmartis had several cancerous patients under his
care, all presenting large ulcerous sores, emitting a most nauseous smell. An
astringent being considered expedient, a pomatum composed of equal parts of
logwood and hog's lard was applied to these sores; whereupon, to the doctor's
surprise, the fetor disappeared completely, and the emission of pus was consider-
ably attenuated. To complete the evidence, he suspended the use of the poma-
tum for a few hours only, when the offensive emanations immediately recom-
2nenced, and the purulent secretion became again abundant. Logwood, as he
has now ascertained, causes gangrene, especially that of hospitals, to disappear
as if by enchantment. Dr. Desmartis has also found it efficacious in preventing
or stopping the erysipelas which often occurs after amputation, or the infliction
of other wounds, and is a source of constant anxiety to the surgeon. It entirely
removes the putridity of ulcerous cancers emitting characteristic efiluvia, and, in
short, of the most fetid sores. This substance also possesses the advantage of
being capable of mixture with homostatic remedies, such as ergotine, perchloride
of iron, persulphate of iron, etc., it may also be used as a powder and a lotion.
The extract of homatoxylon, which is much used in dyeing, and is very cheap,
is soluble only in warm water.

At the last sitting of the Academy of Sciences, a letter was read from M
Van Beneden, relating to MM. Pouchet and Verrier's communication sometime
back, which, as you will see in the beginning of this letter, tended to show that
the alleged transformation of the TSnia serrata into the coenurus cerebralis,
which causes the turnsick in sheep, was not confirmed by facts. M. Van Be-
neden does not impugu this conclusion, but suggests that MM. Pouchet and
Verrier most probably did not make a distinction between the Tænia cœnurus
and the Tonia serrata. He then quotes experiments made at Zittan, Toulouse,
Louvain, Giessen and Copenhagen, from which it distinctly appears that sheep,
to which the eggs of the Tonia conurus had been administered, were seized with
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the turnsick after the lapse of about a fortnight, with the exception of one.
Had MM. Pouchet and Verrier, he concludes, administered the eggs of that
tonia, instead of those of the T. serrata, they would have obtained similar re-
sulte. M. Van Beneden concludes with an important experiment made at
Giessen by Professor Leuckart, showing that the new tape-worm, discovered a
few years ago, the Tonia mediocanellata, may be introduced into the human
body by the eating of veal and beef, just as the Tonia solium may be caught
by eating pork. It is known, however, that well-cooked meat, whatever its na-
ture, will cause nothing of the kind. In Switzerland, Russia and Poland, the
Botrio-cephalus is introduced into the body by the drinking of river water, the
embryo of this tape-worm existing therein as an animalcule:

W. N. CorE.
Paris, June 17th, 1862.

REVIEW DEPARTMENT.

ART. XXXVI.-Anatomy, Descriptive, and Surgical. By IENRY GRAY,
M.D., F.R.C.S., and Lecturer on Anatomy at St. George's Hospital Med-
ical School. The drawings by H. V. Carter, M.D., &c. The dissections
jointly by the author and Dr. Carter. Second American from the revised
and enlarged London edition, with 395 engravings on wood. Philadelphia:-
Blanchard & Lea. Royal 8vo., pp. 816.

The present edition of this truly valuable work has, in the words of the-
American publisher, " been passed througlh the press under the supervision of
Dr. R. J. Dunglison," whose authority is fully sufficient in reference to the
present value of this edition, as ie has carefully " corrected such errors as had
escaped the attention of the author, and made such changes'in the typographical
arrangement as seemed calculated to render the volume more convenient for
consultation and reference."

All this with the efforts of the author in the same direction has been most
successfully accomplished, and we may look in vain among all our anatomical
works, however well they may be exemplified by wood cuts, &c., for a volume
which can present an equal value to the surgeon, who requires to be always re-
minded of his surgical, or in other words, relative anatomy, than which there
can be nothing mote important to him.

In this point of view, Gray's anatomy, as it is familiarly termed, stands pre-
eminent at the present day, supplementing a want to the practitioner or surgeon
of some years standing, (and for this very reason not the less valuable to the
student,) which he will scarcely find in other works on anatomy. We therefore
most cordially commend it to the profession of this Province, as a volume, com-
plete and finished as a treatise of this kind can possibly be, and one, which as re-
gards surgical anatomy, may be consulted at any moment with every confidence:
-the highest estimation which we can attach to a publication of this kind.
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ART. XXXVIL-A Clinical Treatise on Diseases of the Liver. By Dr. F RIED.
THEOD. FRERIcHs, Prof. of Clinical Medicine in the University of Berlin,
&c. Vol. 2. Translatedby Cha-les Murchison, M.D., F.R.C.P., &c., &c.
The New Sydenham Society. London, 1861.

This volume of,584-pages, completes.the extremely valuable work of Frerichs
ondiseases of the liver, into which it has entered with a discrimination and a
minuteness of observation previouslybut little known. Dr. Murchison by his
translation of this truly valuable work, has achieved -a task for which the pro-
fession should be grateful to him as well as to the Society which, recognizing
its value, has directed it. Wood cuts of an excellent and generally finished
character, represent the peculiar hepatie affections dwelt upon, but if our
readers desire to witness the delineations of the original, they should consult
the beautiful atlas of the -pathological anatomy of the diseases of the liver, in
coloured plates, as published by the English translator, Dr. Murchison, of which
two parts are now before the profession, and which are copies of the original
drawings.

We know of no work upon the diseases of the liver so copious as the one be-
fore us, which is now completed. The two volumes constitute a high tribute to
Dr. Frerichs' severe industry and his pathological acumen. It is one which
-whether dependent upon its originality, or the severity of its critical analysis,
will remain for a long time sui generis, a work of much valuable reference to the
student of these peculiar pathological affections. The New Sydenham Society
has donc well in publishing these volumes, and the members of the Society must
admit the careful industry which the publishing Committee has devoted to their
especial duty. The work is a bigh credit to the author and translator, as well
as to the discrimination of the Society.

.ART. XXXVIIL-The Handbook of Surgical Operations. By STEPHEN
SuIrrT, M.D., Surgeon to the Bellevue Hospital, New York. Balliere
Brothers, New York. Dawson Brothers, Montreal. 1862, 12mo., pp. 279.

The object in publishing this little volume was to present to the surgeon on
active duty with the volunteer regiments of the United States army, a conveni-
ent compendium of all the important surgical operations, which in the discharge
of duty, he may be compelled to perform on an emergency, and "to obviate the
necessity of his transporting with him the usual large treatises on general and
operative surgery, or rely upon his unaided memory in the exigencies of the
service." The object is therefore excellent, but the author appears at once to
have experienced the difficulty of condensation, and hence the work has been
" confined to those branches of operative surgery, which are of the most impor-
tance to the military surgeon, and in carrying out this design, "his effort has
been to embrace the greatest number of subjects, to arrange, them in the best
form for, reference, and to give the largest amount of practical .details, anatomi-
.cal and operative," the whole illustrated by well executed engravings.

The author has divided his subject into six chapters, and when we specify the
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titles of these chapters, our readers will at once entertain a clear conception of
the nature and scope of the work. Thus, chapter 1 is exclusively. devoted to
details connected with minor surgery, such as instruments, union of wounds,
dressing, hmorrhage, blood letting, counter irritants, vaccination, and the em-
ployment of anoesthetics. ' The second chapter is de4oted to the consideration of
wounds of the arteries and their ligation. Chapter 3 to wounds of the veins
and varicose veins. Chapter 4 to amputations in general, and afterwards to
those of the upper and lower extremities. Chapter 5 to resections. After gen-
eral remarks upon this subject, the author then specifies the various reseétidns
of the upper extremity, those of the lower extremity, then those of the trunk,
afterwards those of the bones of the face, and concludes with the bones of the
cranium; and the last chapter is devoted to gunshot wounds.

A careful examination of this little volume enables us to say, that the various
subjects treated of are judiciously and concisely handled, and we cannot but
consider that it would constitue a truly valuable treatise for short reference to
any surgeon in active practice, although specially intended for the army sur-
geon. In a few minutes a surgeon can have a doubt resolved, or some peculi-
arity in an operation rendered clear by reference to this work, which it might
take him hours to search for in some more ponderous volume, and in this consists
its chief excellence. In fact, the portability of the volume, the copiousness of
its details, conjoined with the clear, concise, yet sufficiently comprehensive man-
ner in which each subject has been treated, constitute, in our opinion, this
work as one of the most valuable upon its peculiar branch' which has eman-
ated from the press for some time past.

It issues from the press of a firm whose name is a guarantee of the excel-
lence of the style in which it makes its appearance.

PERISCOPIC DEPARTMENT.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE WATER BAROMETER.

The following account of the water barometer has been communicated by Mr. Glaisher
to the Times:-

"On removal of the Royal Society froma Somerset louse, to Burlington louse, the
council at my request, placed the water barometer at my disposal, which had been
erected in the hall, at the foot of the staircase, by the late J. F. Daniel, Esq., D. O. L.
in the year 1832.

" The directors of the Crystal Palace Company had previously agreed to receive it,
and to. assign some convenient place in the Palace for its erection, where its indicat-
ions could be seen by everybody. Since then, in consequence of the practical difficul-
ties, both in its removal from London to Sydenham, and then in rëboiling the water in
the tube and refilling it, being so great, a longer time bas elapsed than I intended. The
first step taken, and the most important to insure success, was te induce opticians of suf-
ficient skill to undertake thetask both ofremoval and refilling, "and I am glad torsay
thatthis was 1ery obligingly and very readily undertaken by Messrs. Negretti'and
Zambra, of Hatton Garden. 'The first operation-viz., theïremoval cf the barometer
from Somerset House, was, afier nuch difficulty effécted by th enim some months since,
all arriving in safety at the Palace, with the exception of the breakagé of about 14-foot
from the lower end of the barometer tube. Originally the tube was filled by means of a
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copper steam boiler set in brick work over a fireplace immediately under the barometer-
itself, so that the tube could be dropped into the boiler, which has since formed in
cistern.

" Upon frequent consultations with Messrs. Negretti and Zambra this plan did not
seem to be the best possible, or, indeed available at the Palace; in the first place,.
there was no doubt as to the boiler being sufficiently strong to bear the necessary pres-
sure, so that the water might be boiled almost throughout the tube and kept in a state
of ebullition for some time, and, secondly, no fire can be allowed in the Palace. Under
these circumstances, it was at last suggested to Mr. Negretti to use an auxiliary boiler
outside the building. The object in view was first to boil the water in the cistern, suf-
fering the steam to escape by a cock for some time, and then, by closing the cock, to
drive steam through the tube till it escaped in a strong jet from its upper extremity, and
then to boil the water in the tube till it issued from the top. By this means all air would
be removed from the sides of the tube, and expelled from the tube itself. When this
operation had continued long enough, to temporarily seal the top while the water was
still flowing out, and ultimately, by means of a judicious use of the blowpipe, to her-
metically seal the top of the tube. During Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, August
26, 27, and 28, Mr. Negretti was engaged at the Palace preparing everything, and with
great dexterity, joined a piece of glass on the broken end of the tube, of the same diam-
eter as itself, and also joined another piece of glass on the upper extremity, terminating
in a small aperture.

" On Thursday, August the 29, everything was ready for the experiment, an auxiliary
boiler was planted outside the building for generating steam, a pipe fron which led to
the boiler under the barometer itself into whieh distilled water of sufficient quantity had
been placed, precautions having been taken to connect the pipe from the outer boiler
with that in the inner boiler, with a portion of flexible tubing which would first yield if
anything went wrong. After the connexion was made in about half an hour a current
of steam issued from the cock. When this had continued for some time the cock was
closed, and the steam ascended into the tube, being at first condensed by the upper part
of the tube, and nitimately rushing out at the top with considerable velocity. Water then
ascended into the tube; and it was an anxious moment to watch the boiling water reach
and pass where the tube had been joined, which, however, had been so admirably per-
formed that all anxiety on this head soon ceased. After a time the upper extremity,
while steam was rushing out, was closed, when the water ascended the tube and soon
reached a point 32 feet from the surface of water in the boiler below. After this it was
driven up by steam to very nearly the top of the continuation of the tube, but it did
not reach quite up to the sealing point. A consultation now took place, it was almost
resolved to let well alone, but it was ultimately determined to go through the same
process again, as some practical points had been suggested which promised to make the
experiment yet more successful.

" The top oif the tube was therefore opened, the water fell, and the operation was
repeated. li %vould be tedious to detail all the steps taken in the reboiling; the oper-
ation was eminently successful, the tube was finally closed by the blowpipe, and the
column of water reached nearly 33 feet, without the slightest speck of air bubble being
perceptible.

" On Friday afternoon Mr. Negretti and I found the column of water 32 feet 9 inches
in length, as measured from- the surface in the cistern. This is equivalent to a column
of 28.84 inches of mercury, considering the specific gravity of mercury, 13.634. The
reading of a mercurial barometer at the same time was 22.86 inches ; the difference
between these two readings is 0.98 inch, and this difference should indicate elastic
force of aqueous vapor at the temperature at the time-viz., 78 deg. if both instruments
be correct. The elastic force of aqueous vapour at the temperatnre of 78 deg. is 0.96
inch, differing two hundreths of an inch. only from that indicated by the water
barometer, and completely satisfied me as to the accuracy of the operations thus prov-
ing that the space above the water was free from air.

' I cannot close without expressing my sense of the ready resource of Mr. Negretti
in overcoming every difficulty as it arose, and of the facility with which he performed
and conducted every process connected with the operation.

" Mv thanks are also due to Mr. Grove and Mr. Rose, of the Crystal Palace, for af-
fording every facility. The instrument is fixed in au angle in the Tropical Department,
and near the great tree. The top of the column of water can be seen from the first gal-
lery, and as that which causes a variation of au inch of mercury will cause a variation
of more than a foot in the column of water, so the changes in the latter Will be more
than twelve tmes as great as those in the former. Many oscillations, therefore, may be
seen by the water which cannot be seen by the mercurial barometer, and in gales of
wind or heavy storms it will be highly interesting to watch its action."--Pharmaceutical
Journal.
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THE MARINE AND EMIGRANT HOSPITAL, QUEBEC.

On another page our readers will find, from the pen of Dr. Landry, what
purports to be an explanation of the recent occurrence at the above Hospital,
and a justification of his own course of procedure. We would have liked the
letter better, had it shewn more candour in at least one instance which we will
shortly specify.

Although a desire to engage in a discussion with Dr. Landry is the furthest
possible from our wish, for we have thought his conduct right in some particulars,
or to justify that of the students which we have considered wrong aiso in some
particulars, we cannot plead ignorance of the fact that a tedious controversy both
pro and con took place in certain of the Quebec newspapers, and as we saw no
disavowal of any of the statements made by the party who took up the lino of
defence, we had a right to assume that the case had been fairly stated. Dr.
Landry's excuse for his silence while all this was transpiring seems to us re-
markably strange, however ill disposed he may have been to write in the columns
of a newspaper; nor do we consider bis reasoning when explaining lis duties as
a visiting physician of the Hospital and the privileges secured to the students
after feeing the Hospital at all fairly put, and upon this part of bis letter we wish
to make a few remarks.

An Kfospital ticket, according to our experience, never expresses on its face
any other announcement than that the party holding it bas sccured the right
of attending it during the period of tine which it specifies; and if, with regard
to the M. and E. Hospital, its rules and regulations were silent with respect to
the privileges'accorded to parties taking ont its ticket of attendance, we should
consider Dr. Landry's position unassailable. But it unfortunably happens for
that position, that these rules and regulations ,are not silent, as oneof them,,in

specifying the privileges of students thus feeing it, distinctly declares that -te
bearer is entitled " towitness any operation or dissectionôr to attend the cini-
cal lectures." Now, the inference which we draw from this distinctly expressed
regulation is, that although the visiting physicians, as Dr. Landry says, receive
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their appointments from the Government, yet that immediately after accepting
the trust, they at once become bound by the regulations of the Hospital as made
by the trustees appointed also by the Government; and as these last have made
the enactment in question, we cannot but regard it a part of the visiting physi-
cian's duty towards thé students, who paid the money for the privilege, to deliver
"clinical lectures " on the cases, at which they have a right to be present, as
this rule was evidently made for their especial benefit. Why does Dr. Landry
ignore this regulation of the Hospital, and with what justice can he declare.
" that no where in the duties ascribed to the visiting physicians, can you find a
single word couveying the obligation to give a course of instruction, or indeed
any instruction whatever, to the students who attend the Hospital." The ex-
tract from the rules of the Hospital which we have given, in our opinion. upsets
all his reasoning.

But now arises the question, what is meant by the term " clinical lectures?"
If we may judge from what we have understood has been the practice at the
hospital for nearly twenty years past, these "lectures " have consisted in what
we should call "bedside remarks," and not what is technically, in all schools,
known by the name of a " elinical lecture," which is generally delivered in a
room detached from the sick wards, by a professed teacher attached to a school
or college for the benefit of his clinical class, to which none but those who es-
pecially fee it are entitled to access, attendance on such a class constituting a most
important part of the student's curriculum. Every hospital to which we have
had access has its clinical teachings in both forms. Every student who fees
the hospital has a perfect right to listen to the bedside remarks, but none but
those who take out the clinical class ticket are permitted to attend the clinical
lectures, which should enter far more minutely irto the cases, than can for
obvions reasons be done at the bedside.

Now we cannot suppose for one moment that the trustees imagined that their
hospital ticket contemplated an attendance upon such a course of lectures, aid for
two reasons, because 1stly, such a course at the time these rules, so we are informed,
were drawn up, was not delivered at all, the remarks having been all " bedside,"
and 2ndly, because such a course constitutes a part of a college curriculum, with
which the hospital is in no way conneeted whatever, the Marine Hospital bear-
ing towards the Laval University the same relationship that the Montreal Gen-
eral Hospital does towards the McGill University, i. e. none ; but that the Trus-
tees contemplated the delivery of "bedside remarks," we entertain not the least
doubt, otherwise why the introduction. of the words. Such the students at-
tending the Hospital are entitled to listen to, and such, (Dr. Landry's opinion to
the contrary notwithstanding,) we think the visiting physicians bound to make,
provided there are students present to benefit by the instruction. But we re-
peat what we stated in our last number, that Dr. Landry's " clinical lectures "
should be considered as perfectly distinct from his " bedside observations," and
the students in forcing an admittance to the former, completely forgot what was
due to thenselves and to Dr. Landry, who "anhounced to thenì that, the visit
wasover, requesting his clinical class to follòw him inte an adjoinin -ard," for
the purpose of delivering his " clinical lecture."
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We regret much, the occurrence of this affair, and especially, the attempt to
give a partizan character toit-for which we ean see nO shadow of a pretext
whatever.' We have endeavoured to express our views fairly and impartially.
We hâve and can have no motive for doing ótherwise;=d although we cheer-
fully give place to Dr. ILandry's communication, we cannot see in what particu-
lar respeci. lae, has altered the material aspects of the case.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANSAND SURGEONS OF LOWER- OANADA-TRI-
ENNIAL MEETING.

The Triennial meeting of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Lower
Canada, was held at Melbourne, on Wednesday the 9th instant, for the trans-
action of general business and the election of a new Board of Governors to suc-
2W those whose term of office on that day expired. The ballot afforded the
following result as reported by the scrutineers

Gover'nors elect for the City of Montreal.
Dis. Howard, Boyer, Jones, Sutherland, Peltier, Scott, Munro, and Robillard.
For the District of Montreal.
Drs. Weilbrenner, Smallwood, Chamberlin, Turcotte, Brigham, Tassé, and

Poster.
For the City of Quebec.
Drs. Landry, Fremont, M1arsden, Russell, Jackson, Robitaille, Blanchet, and

Tessier.
For the District of Quebec.
Drs. Von Iffland, Boudreau, Michaud, Marmette, Tetu, Charest, and Forest.
For the Districts of Three Rivers and St. Francis.
Drs. Johnston, Glines, Gilbert, Smith, Fenwick, aud Chevrefils.
The Board then retired for the election of Officers, when the following gen-

tlemen were returned for the respective offices:-
President, Wm."M.arsden, M.D.
Vice-President, District'of Montreal, W. E. Scott, M.D.

Quebec, A. Von Iffiand, M.D.
Secretary for the District of Monteal, H. Peltier, M.D.

Quebec, R. H. Russell, M.D.
Registrar, T. W. Jones, M.D.
After the meeting adjourned, the members sat down to 'an excellent dinner,

prepared by "mine hostess " of the Melbourne Hotel, Madame Gouin, a house
which for neatness and every comfort which a traveller can require, we cordially
commend. Nor should we omit returning to Dr. Hamilton of Melbourne, and
Dr. Gilbert of Hatley, the thanks of the members of the College, for their kind-
ness in looking after all the necessary preparations.

It was oui intention to have given a resumée of the proceedings at the meet-
ing in tiirs nmbe, and'have delayd tie Journal fi th[atpuipose but attihe
last moment we find ourselves, v'ery m uelhtonr regret, DoiUpelled te postpone
it, in c6nsequence of tr absence frodi'Quebec of the lat secretary for tit Dis-
trict.
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AN UNPARALLELED OuTRAGE.-The Hamilton Times gives the particulars
of a most extraordinary case as follows :-It appears that a quack doctor of the
name of E. Querner, while attending the wife of a person of the name of Lay,
administered drugs to his patient, and, while the woman was in a state of insen-
sibility, committed a rape. When Lay, became aware of the facts he threatened
criminal proceedings, whereupon the " doctor" became penitent and confessed,
but offered to do anything to prevent exposure; upon which an understanding
was arrived at by which Lay was to receive a consideration, viz., $50 in cash, and
nine notes, each for a like sum. A lawyer named Barr now appears, and the
notes are drawn up and signed, and the transaction supposed to be completed.
It turns out that the notes were all dated on a Sunday, and are therefore illegal.
In this case there appear two scoundrels and a miserable spiritless wretch. In
a later issue of the Times, Querner denies the charge, but admits paying Lay
money, and Barr puts on airs of virtuous indignation.

We cut the foregoing from our contemporary the Woodstock Times of July 16.
The wonder to us is that now when so atrocious a crime has been committed ànd
fully talked of, the authorities have not interfered and arrested all the parties
concerned, Querner for the rape, and Barr and Lay for compounding the felony.
Surely such a case as this ought not to be permitted to pass unnoticed. (Bd.
B. A. J.)

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE MARINE AND EMIGRANT HOSPITAL, QvEBEC.

To the Editor of the British .merican Journal.

Sm,-An incident of very slight significance in itself, but to which some per-
sons have, during the last month, endeavoured to attach high importance, took
place some time ago at the Marine Hospital of this city. The correspondence,
to which this incidenthas given rise, hasbeen throughoutconducted with such little
regard to truth of the accusing parties who nevertheless play the vie-
tim; the contradictions therein contained are so palpable, that I bave hitherto
preferred to remain silent. But the remarks published on the subject in yourlast
issue and founded on assertions sicli as those brought forward in the correspon-
dence in question may have a much more important bearing. The moderation
portrayed in these remarks, as well as the fact of their emanating from a miember
of the profession, who being a stranger to the contest cannot be taxed with parti-
ality, may make a profound impression on otherwise well disposed and well think-
ing persons. It therefore becomes almost a duty for me to lay the case before
the public in its true light, in order to rectify facts which have becn misunderstood,
because a wrong explanation has been given to them.

The Government, in naming my colleagues and myself to the office of visiting
physicians to the Marine Hospital, imposed on us no other obligations than those
of prescribing for the patients who might be placed under our care, and of giving
them all the relief that their state might require or that would be in our power.
Mention is nowhere made either of the students or of clinical lectures; for the
chief object of the government was to provide for the wants of the patients admitted
to the Hospital, and not to organise an establishment for the instruction of medi-
cal students. When, therefore, I have visited the wards and taken cognisance
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of the state of the patients therein confmed, and when I have prescribed the treat-
ment which I think suitable to each individual case, I can look on my duties4s
being fulfilled, the government neither commanding nor requesting more from
me. Can such of my colleagues who aie not accompanied by the pupili in their
daily visits round the wards, be accused of not performing their duty as visiting
physicians ? Certainly not. The clinical lectures are not thus necessary in the
treatment of diseases; they are no doubt useful and instructive to the students,
but these latter must seek the required knowledge in Universities, Colleges or
Sehools which use hospitals in the furtherance of this object.

It has been said that the tickets which admit the students to follow the medi-
cal and surgical practice -of the institution give them the right of assisting at
the clinical lectures. This statement is a voluntary error on the part of those who
havemade it. The ticket reads thus: "l Mr. has entered as apupil to attend
the Medical and Surgical practice of the hospital for the period of-months;"
and costs three dollars for the season. The proceeds of these tickets have been
hitherto employelin forming a library for the use of students attending the Hos-
pital. Nowhere in the duties ascribed to the visiting physicians, can you find a
single word conveying the obligation for them to give a course,of instruction, or
indeed any instruction whatever, to the students who attend the Hospital. The
student obtains through the ticket of admission the right of accompanying
the visiting physician during his visit; or witnessing anything that may take
place in the course of his visit; and of assisting at all the operations and post-
mortem examinations. The regulations of the Hospital concerning the students.
even limit their stay in the wards to ,the time of the visit, unless permission
to the contrary has been granted to them by the visiting physician, or, in bis
absence, by the house surgeon.

The Laval University being fully convinced of the advantages which might
accrue fron the Marine Hospital, and having at heart the advancement of the
young gentlemen whose professional education bas been confided to its care, was
authorized, at its request, by the Trustees of the establishment, to cause a course
of clinical lectures to be given by two of its professors, who were at the same
time visiting physicians appointed by Government.

These lectures are given, as I have said, in the interest of the pupils of Laval
University, but so far from betraying any spirit of exclusion, the University left
them perfectly open to medical students without exception. The only proviso
made was that those belonging to other institutions, or not studying in the
University, should pay a certain sum so as to establish an equal footing between
them and its own students.

These clinical lectures, as may be presumed from the term, were delivered at
the bedside of the patient, and in the following manner:-One of the students,
according to the choice of the professor, examines the case before them, and in
the examination he is directed by the professor who sees that he proceeds in a
methodical manner. The student suggests the treatment, justifying lis own
prescriptions. He is then placed in charge of the patient, and every day he
must note the changes which take place, and suggest such;alterations of the:pre-
scriptions as the case may require. Subsequently he gives in writingthe history
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of the case, and his remarks are submitted to the professor at one of bis following
visits. The paper is examined, remarks made upon it, returned sometimes to the
student to be corrected, after which it is inserted in the Register held open for
that purpose. This method is not, in my opinion, inferior to any. , It has been
adopted in many hospitals in Europe, and has been everywhere attended with the
most happy results. iVMoreover, are we held to do things after such or such a
manner for the simple reason that in such a, town or in such an establishment
-the same custon is followed? Must we then ever be condemned to act the part
of servile copyists ? -Does the fact of their being given over the sick bed in any-
way affect the clinical character of these lectures or lessons ? Is it not the na-
Aure of the instruction rather than the plan:of their delivery that gives these
lectures their peculiar character? Above all, I would recommend these instructions
given over the sick bed: for many reasons they appear to me to be most profita-
ble to the students.

It will be seen that by adopting this method, all:the students who attend the
hospital also assist at the clinical lectures, and, on the other hand, it will be
admitted, that it was by no means just, that those who refused to provide them-
selves with the tickets required, should profit gratuitously by the instructions
given entirely at the expense of the University. Messrs. Bender and Bligh,
were the only two whom I knew not to belong to Laval University, and they
had neglected to provide themselves with the ticket required. They were at
first informed in a general way of the necessity for students not belonging to
Laval, to provide themselves with a ticket to attend the clinical instructions if it
was their desire to follow them, and they were told that by applying to the chair-
man of the Trust they would secure one. On a subsequent day, I spoke to them
privately. They replied that they did not feel the want of the clinical lectures;
they had no wish to follow them, and would content themselves with the pracice
of the Hospital. I then informed them that for the future I would pay myvisit

> at first and reserve my elinical observations until after the visit. They acquiesced
in this arrangement, and though it might cause me some additional labour, I
freely submitted to it in order to avoid all subject of complaint. On the day
fixed for my lecture, the two gentlemen in question presented themselves. -
visited with them all my patients, and prescribed. I even made several observa-
tions in the interest of Messrs. Bender and Bligh, who, I thouglht, would not
assist at my lecture. I then announced tliat the visit was over, and requested my
clinical class to follow me, as I wished to make some clinical observations.- Messrs.
Bender and Bligh followed also, and introduced themselves into the ward to which
the otherstudents had repaired. I observed to them that the visit was at an end,
and requested them to retire. They refused to do so. and maintained that they
had the riglit to be present.

Now, Sir, all this on their part was preconcerted. I had been previously
informed that they intended to force their entry into the wards if they were opposed,
and itwasforthis reason thatIdid notuse the right, Imost certainlyhad,of having
them expelled from. the room. , But recognising ein their conduct an act of pre-
meditated and deliberateinsubordination, I foundit better to cite them-before the
Board, which examined and condemned them.

Had you been behind the scenes, had you known the "wire-pullers," you
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would have easily understood the maliciousness.of the, irpression conveyed in the
correspondence above alludedto, of perseention because these gentlemen had
been students of the University of McGill Collge; why they should have stated
that I had selected them from amongst other students who were attachedtono
particular college, simply, because they came from McGill,College. They wopld
have had truth on their side, had they frankly avowed that their classical education
,did not permit theni t aspire to the honour of a degree of M. in Laval Uni-
versity. With a little less charity I- could detail a long ,history, while on this
subject; but as this artile is destined to go.before the public, I forbear from so
doing. The place occupied by these two gentlemen in the University was not so
conspicuous as to cause their-absence to be remarked, nor regretted, and there
is a sad lack of modesty in the desire evidently entertained, of making the publiC
believe that their departure from the Laval University has brought down its
hatred on -them, .and on the institution which admitted them. You are aware of
the fact, Sir, that the professors here are pecuniarly disinterested as to whether
the number of students be great or small; their salary is invariably the same, and
paid by the University, consequently they cannot bel much affected on this head,
by the loss of one or more pupils.

You say that as long as the visiting, physician acts as, such, al students wlho,
follow the practicé has the right. to accompany him and profit by his .remarks.
Nothing can be more in accordance with my own ideas and no one denies them
that right. On the other hand, you admit that when.the visit is over, and when
he enters:on the functions of professor, he has the right to expel ail who do not
wish to conform themselves t the regulations, respecting his lectures. This is
.againprecisely my. manner of viewing things, and, this has been exactly my
manner of acting.

I have reason t expect from your impartiality, that you will give t this ree-
tification a place in the columns of your interesting Journal, in which I have
also been condemned " without a hearing." Nevertheless I do not complain, as
it las furnishpd me with an occasion of rectifying certain errors which might
have had some weight with those who have studied the question through the
medium of the press only.

The individuals who, for some time back, have caused my name to be berought
before the publie; who have exhausted their utmost powers in endeavouring t
pick a quarrel with the Laval University, or with some of its professors, for pur-
poses of their own, will most probably profit of this occasion to return to the
charge with their ordinary weapons. Ihave, however, neither time nor inclination
for these epistolary combats, and leave them free scope. Moreover, I have nar-
rated the facts simply; those who wituessed them can certify t their veracity.
No well disposed and disinterested persons will think it necessary for me t re-
peat what I have already said, and I care very little for the opinion or impressions
of the rest, as it would be almost absurd to -endeavour t convince them or dis-
turb their preconceived ideas.

I have the honor.to be, with great regard,
Your obedient and humble servant

J.E. J. LynI M.D.
Québec, July 6t1, 186.
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THE RIGHTS'OF THE PROFESSION.

To the Editor of the B. J1. ourial.

Srn,-Now that a reform government has come into power, it is to be hoped
that further attempts may be made by the medical- gentlemen of Upper Canada
to demand from it the lawful rights so long withheld from us. It is most de-
plorable to think that for party prejudices and electioneering purposes, bills au-
thorizing the institution of charlatanical systems should have been pushed
through the House to the exclusion of one demanding common rights granted in
all other civilized countries to the orthodox system of over two thousand years
standing. The medical profession, especially in the rural districts of Canada,
is being more and more encroached upon by empiricism every year. Uneducated,
illiterate men, on the strength of this new eclectic bill, have opened offices and
hung out their shingles as qualified practitioners. Of the saccharine system,
scientifically termed lomoeopathy, which has also been legally instituted, we
will say but little and think less; the eyes of the most unsophisticated are fast
being opened to its fallacy, and the patience of its infatuated adherents is being
sorely tried by the ridicule which is now being cast upon their tiny globules.
The lygienic, the Electro-magnetie, and other systems, we can find no great
fault with: they do but individualize our own plans of treatment of many dis-
eases. We can but request the promulgators of them, as they value their souls, to
adhere to the truths in their advertisements, and not expose themselves by mak-
ing out too small a xortality among their cases. A year's practice on one of our
South American stations would be a pretty good test for their capabilities, espe-
cialIy for that infallible gentleman who lèctured lately in Ottawa.

It is not so much at the institution of these comparatively novel systems that
we complain,-their own ropes will hang them in time,-but it is at the inconsis-
tencies whieh are permitted to creep into our own profession. We would ask,
is it fair that young uneducated men should be allowed to pass a merely nominal
examination more for the sake of their fees and party spite than anything else,
and be permitted to enter upon their 4professional careers, backed by numerous
friends and connections, who feel of course bound to help them by their patron-
age. At least thirty young men are thus annually launched upon the country
from one of our Medical? schools. It is unfair towards those of us who have
spent an enormous sum of money upon our professional education at the hospi-
tais and schools of medicine in England, &c., have studied long and assiduously
at one of the orthodox schools of medicine in Canada, and obtained the lawful
diploma.

To prove how little the authorities are awake to our interests, I could point
out many who are practising without any license from the government whatever,
and many more who have settled in business having been absent at their
studies scarcely two years. A young man who lived in my service for a little over
a year, taking care of my horses, &c., has now had the audacity to go off into a
distant part of the country and open an office on his own account, where he is
now practising with impunity. He has never studied a day, and-can scarcely
write his name.

We would ask again, ought those Yankee draggists to be allowed to make pe-
riodical tours through our country, and with their well known sophistry and
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cunning impose upon our own credulous inhabitants, taking away with them
their hard earned dollars in lieu of medicines, as they term them, most of which
grow at their own doors, but which have been metamorphosed and palmed off on
them with some grand technical term wbich the venders tbemselves do not know
the English of. Of course we cannot be expected to prosecute such impostors;
our philanthropy would be at once put down to jealousy, and the public would of
course side with the weaker party. Why should not the county attorney have
the power given him to look into the matter, and sec that every practitioner bas
his license, and have defaulters punished; such would be the just protection we
claim. These are the men who are crowding into the profession every year
without-education or anything else; who bring such discredit upon it. I have
frequently heard people remark, " I have doctored with so and so, naming one
of the class of constellations above alluded to, and he bas not helped me any, but
drenched me with medicines and run up a bill; I shall try some other plan of
treatment." They do so in their ignorance, and find they have steered clear of
Scilla te be swamped in Charybdis. It is indeed fearful to think tbat the lives
of a large community should be thus pandered with. What can be the feelings
of those men while standing by the bedside of a dying fellow-creature, when
they see the human soul taking wings amid the anguish of weeping friends and
bereaved children. They cannot but feel that a valuable life bas been sacrificed
to their own injudiciousness, if not worse.

It is a crying shame te a civilized country like Canada that such abominations
sbould be encouraged by those in power., We are fast becoming like our neigh-
bours as far as charlatanism is concerned. Our papers teem. with quack ad-
vertisements and endless nostrums, most of them the grossest forgeries, as Our
medical journals eau and have proved. The stomacbs of our population are
fast becoming perfect cesspools from the filth which is daily being poured into
them by those, whose wrought-on minds have led them te believe themselves to
be the victims of one or another of the diseases, mentioned in the eagerly perused
advertisements, an agreeable, though rather morbid mental recreation which in
the present day many seem to indulge in.

We profess in our loyalty to follow in the steps of the mother country and to
emulate ber noble institutions. Then why net let us have an incorporated college
of surgeons like ber, and let all students pass their examinations at it, and re-
ceive from it alone their diplomas of course, taking what other degrees they see
fit from other colleges.

If the authorities of University College, Toronto, or McGill College, Montreal,
were te call together the licentiates from various parts of the country, or delegates
from the various districts, some method of organization might be determined upon,
and our case be prepared for laying before. the, House when next it meets. It
is high time something was done for the protection of the rights belonging to
our noble and almost divine profession. 0f,Çcourse mahyof th senior inembers of
it may not feel ,the same amount ofenthusiasm nin the cause, as smmon fus who
are but commencing to climb the tree, bÜt'still it is -to be boped tbat they will
come forward and assist us all they can in our honest endeavours.

I beg to remain, Sir, yours obediently,
Toronto, June 10, 1863. LICENTIATE.
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(To the Editor of the British .American Journal.)
Sir,-I propose addressing you on a subject of importance because it relates

to the future of the medical profession of this city; I allude to the qualifications
at present deemed essential by the board to fit physicians for the responsible post
of medical attendants at our General Hospital. In this city ithas become a mat-
ter of notoriety that some of our brethren in their anxiety to be appointed on
the medical staff of the Hospital have not hesitated to stoop submissively and
cheerfully to the conditition attached by authority to the post-that of becom-
ing political partizans. I confess in shame and sorrow that some medical men
have not scrupled to take advantage of this standard of qualification, instead of
frowningit down as degrading to their body, and injurious to those institutions
in which they have a partieular interest. It used not to be the rule, but it has
become so recently, that men are chosen to high offices of trust in the Hospital
by any other test than that of ability. It was thus that the last two medical ap-
pointments (the announcement of which you have already doubtless seen) were
made. I never was directly or indirectly an applicant for the post, but T know
of two who were; who have almost grown gray in the honest pursuit of medi
cine; who are above soliciting as a favour from a Parliamentary candidate what
they have every right to expect on the score of merit, and who were as a matter
of course rejected. In their stead the board selected two, whose only recommen-
dation was the certificate of the successful election candidates.

This is only one of the resùlts of this system of Hospital management. I
might mention several others, did your space or my time permit just now. What
I have given you is an example of the spirit that pervades the whole of this mis-
directed institution. Instead of being liberal as the sun, it is filled with narrow
prejudices. Its directors-two of whom are physicians-have not the discretion
to leave their party politics behind them when they enter the hallowed precincts
of an institution dedicated to the suffering of all polities, of all creeds and of
evcry country. Its superior servants. are chosen for their political bias, and
most humiliating of all-the same test is now applied to the election of its
medical officers.

It has been so long the habit in medical circles here to pass over the abuses
inherent in our Hospital system in the hope that a more liberalspirit would in the
end 'prevail, that, from commencing passive, many of us have.at length become
disheartened and disgusted. It is high time that attention should be drawn to
it. The tendency is to set at nought the personal and-professional qualifications
which, in évery other country,. are- recommendations- to responsible posts. It is
to deprivé the Hospital of. the services of well educated men who under any
other system of managemeùt would apply. - It is to undermine the respectability
of our rising medical institutiôns and-give the people an-indirect power in their
nanageiment which they know not how toturn to good account. . It is to tempt

the physician'to'shape his conduct after 'any other model than that presented in
the chariòter Ôf the fathers of ör ý'profession,. whose ambition'it was to da their
dity coiageoüsly and honeètly, *ithout'regard to. popular applause or censure,
xeward or neglect.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your;obliged Servant,
Tor'onto, May 13th, 1862. Spectator.
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FORMULA FOR THE TINCT. BOLETI LARICIS CANAD.

We have received from Dr. Grant of Otta*a, the formula for the préparation
of this tincture, and' wc publish it for the benefit of those practitioners who wish
to employ it.

1 . Boleti Lar. Canaden (bene contusi),... § x.
Spirit. Rectificati.................... Ibiij.
Aquw Fontanoe............................ Ibij. M.

Digest with frequent agitation for fourteen days, and filter.

EDITORIAL SUMMARY.

Enucleation of the Toùsils by the'Fingere.-In December, 1861, Dr. Larghi,
surgeon to the Vercelli Hospital, Sardinia, published a suëcessful case of this
mode of operating on a woman 24 years of age, on the 22nd April, 1858. The
case was reported to the Royal Medico-Chirurgical Society of Turin, on the
23rd August, 1861, and Dr. Borelli, repeated the operation, one well known to
ancient surgery, by removing from a young' serofulous girl, both tonsils in the
same: manner. Two cases of this reintroduced operation are reported in the
" Gazette Medicale " of Turin. We abbreviate the folloning from the " Journal
de Médecine de' Bourdeaux.", Case 1. Félicite Ossola, aged, 14- years, having
never menstruated, of lymphatie temperament, and evidently scrofuùlos, suffered
under.chronic amygdalitis. . The tonsils became immensely enlarged, and almost
touched each other,.presentinga serious obstacle to eating, and. even drinking.
,Afterhaving prermised a purgative, Dr.' Borelli commenced on the 28th Novem-
ber, 1861, the operation in the following way: laving placed the' patiënt oppo-
site a window, with her jaws separated by a cork, he endeavoured by his index
finger tb detach and forcibly rupture the tönsil from its seat of attachment.
This was effected àfter two or thrd trials, suspending the operation óccasionally
to permit the patieit to breathe. Still attached by its pèduncle;'he seized it by
a pair of forceps at its"middlé, and by thé exertion of conéiderable'force'removed
it. A& like operatioùnáws eisformed on the öpposite side.. Very little themorr-
hage followed, and thé wounid rayidly'éicatrized. 'Dr 'Borélli observes -that the
operation is a very old öne and-well knowni to the' ancient surgeons. (elsus thus
describes it, (See Celsus, book VII, chap. XII, §11,) ."l Tonsillas quæ Post in-

flammatione'm'induruerunt.oportet digitô drcumrodere et evellere," adding how-
ever, "Ne sic quidem. -esolvuntur, hamulo .excipere. et-, scalpello excidere."
Borelli states that the operation is a difficult one, if attempted by fingers alone.
A forceps renders it far more easy, and recommends this by preference.

:Case 2. This was a woman of 32 yearsof age, whose tonsis had 'been indu-
rated, an<.enlarged.from infancy. In this, case.without entering int6 the details,
-he.found the attemp onfemoval of:the fingerperfectly futile, bt he sùcceeded
.again bysthe employment o? the forceps,'but not until after.the most owerful
tractive:and, evulsive effots. .The·conclusion coe te by Dr. Borelli is the fol-
lowing: that the old operation is a, pr cticable and jîossibly .piéfefable one in
~youngsubjects, yet in old.ones~,the amygdaliÎýîìë should bave the préfeence.-
(bTJdfÑnourïl'td écie dé 'Boideaux).
Chloride of Lime a sInsecticide.-In catttiöng cbloride. of lime on a plank

inia ätablêrall.kinds offlies. butinore'.especially biting, flies,,werequickly got
rid of.L.Sprinklig beds.of vegetables ;with even?"a diluted solution of this salt,
effectualIypreserves them from the attacks of catèrpillars, &e. : It- has the sane
effect when sprinkled upoii ie foliage ef fruit_ trees. A. paste: of one part of
,chloride of lime, and one half part of some fatty matter, placed in ' narrow band
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round the trunk of a tree, prevents insects creeping up it. It has been even
noticed that rats and mice quit places in which a certain quantity of chloride of
lime has been spread.-Chem. Newsfron Dingler's Polytech. Jour.

Prof. Schroeder Van du Kolk.-This estimable physician, Professor of Medi-
cine in the University of Utrecht, died at his bouse on the lst May last, at the
age of 65. The correspondent of the Dublin .Medical Press observes that
" Utrecht bas thereby lost one of its most estmable citizens, the University one
of lier ornaments, society one of her greatest benefactors, science one of her most
devoted cultivators, his numerous household a loving father, their main-stay
and hope."

Van der Kolk was certainly one of the most distinguished physiologists and
pathologists of modern times.

The Turkish Bath in Insanit.-This innovation of British usages is becoming
now singularly applied. An Irish physician, Dr. Powers, of Cork, is advancing it
as a sovereigan and most potent remedy in insanity. It has its uses-but where
are its abuses to stop. Like everything novel, it bas to run, we presume, the
gauntlet, until it settles down to the position to which comnon sense would as-
sign it.

Londoners.-The medical officer of the London Post Office, states that the
candidates who presented themselves to him for examination, are as a whole mnuch
below the medium of height, strength andjphysique generally. Of 367 candi-
dates in 1861, for the situation of letter carrier, messenger, porter and labourer,
hbe found the average circumference of the chest after expiration 31 inches,-
the lowest requirement for the army is 35. In a considerable number the ex-
pansion of the chest on inspiration was but 1 inch. The average strength was
289 lbs.-the strongest raised 450 lbs. They varied in age between 19 and 37.
The average in height was 5 ft. 6 inches, and the average weight 9 st. 6 lbs.-
London Times.

The British General Post Offce.-Five hundred and seventeen million let-
ters passed through the British Post Office last year, and seventy-two million
three hundred thousand newspapers, besides twelve million three hundred
thousand book packages. The gross revenue of the Department was over three
million and a half sterling, and the expenditure nearly two millions and a half,
leaving a profit in its working of over a million sterling.

The munificence of Mr. Peabody of London.-This American gentleman who
has made a princely fortune in mercantile pursuits in London, has given
£150,000 to be disposed of by Mr. Adams, the American Minister, Lord Stan-
ley, Sir E. Tenant, and Messrs. Lampson and Meryan as trustees for the ame-
lioration of the poor of London.

Death of the Prince Consort.-The councils or governing bodies of the dif-
ferent Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons in England, Ireland, and Scotland,
have adopted resolutions expressive of deep sympathy with the severe loss which
the Queen has lately experienced, and of regret at the loss sustained by science
and letters in the early demise of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort. The
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Lower Canada has exhibited the same
expression of sincere sympathy which every member individually feels.

Local AnSsthesia.-Mr. Fournie recommends for the induction of local an-
esthesia, a mixture of equal parts of glacial acetic acid and chloroform. He
states that complete insensibility of the part may be obtained in five minutes.
He therefore recommends the local application of the mixture in ail the' minor
operations of surgery. The author calls the process chloracetization, and says
that it is the most certain, easy, and economic means of producing local anos-
thesia yet introduced.-(Abbrev. from Phar. Jour.)
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

BOOKS, &C., RECEIVED.

AN EssAY ON THE TREATMENT OF CATARACT, by MAnK STEPHENSON, M.D., Surgeon to
the New York Ophthalmic Hospital, &c. Read before the American Medical Asso-
ciation in the city of Washington, 1862. Philadelphia: Collins, pplt., pp. 26,
with two coloured plates.

REsEARCHEs AND OBSERVATIONS ON PELVIC HRMATOCELE, by G. BYRNE, M.D., M.R.C.S.E.,
Resident fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine, New York. William
Wood, 1862, pplt., pp. 44.

TRANsACTIoNs OF THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LoNDoN, Vol. 3, for the year 1861, with
a list of Officers, Fellows, &c., London. Longman, Green, Lougman & Roberts,
1862, 8vo., pp. 480.

HANDBOOK or SURGICAL OPERATIoNs, by STEPHEN SMITH, M.D., Surgeon to the Bellevue
Hospital, New York. Balliere Brothers, 1862, 12mo. pp. 219.

A CLINICAL TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE LIvER, by DR. F. T. FRERIcHs, &c., &c. In
two volumes, translated by Charles Murchison, M.D., F.R.C.P. Vol 2, New Sy-
denham Society, London, 1861, 8vo., pp. 584.

TaE STATUTES OP CANADA PASSED DURING THE SEssIoN TERMINATING IN 1862. Quebec:
Derbishire & Desbarats, 8vo., pp. 290.

BIRTES, MARRIAGES, DEATHS.

BIRTES.

In Montreal, on July 2nd, the wife of G. E. Fenwick, M.D., of a son.
.At Berlin, on the 3rd instant, the wife of Dr. Mylins, of a daughter.
At Sarnia, C. W., on the 10th July, the wife of A. C. Poussette, M. D., of a daughter.
In Toronto, on the 13th instant, the wife of Dr. Lawlor, of a son.

.In Beachville, on the 6th instant, the wife of Dr. J. W. Tripp, of a son.
In Durham, on the 30th ulit., the wife of James Gunn, M.D., of a daughter.

MARRIAGEs.

.At St. Gustin, on the 15th June, A. A. Duhamel, M.D., to Miss Victoria Sevigny.
At St. Peter's Church, Cobourg, on Thursday, July 3rd, by the Venerable the Arch-

deacon of York, assisted by the Rev. Charles Bethune, B. A., Robert W. Stanley, Esq.,
of Grafton, to Marion Frances, third daughter of Dr. Pringle, Cobourg, late of H. M.

.Indian army.
By the Rev. S. D. Rice, on the 2nd July, inst., at the Wesleyan Female College, Dr.

S. W. Davidson of Newcastle, to Maria Jane, daughter of the Rev. R. Jones, Chairman
of the London District.

On Tuesday, the 8th instant, at Trinity Church, Thornhill, by the Rev. E. H. Dewar,
Thomas C. Scholfield, M.D., Bond Head, to Mary, daughter of John Brunskill, Esq.,

-Pomona Mills, Thornhill.

DEATHS.

At Industrie 'Village, on the 27th ultimo, Aimée H. A. Partenais, wife of Dr. S.
Boulet.

At Dunham, on the 27th ultimo, Duff George, infant son of Alexander Duff Ste-
vens, M.D.

On the 6th inst., at the residence of her father, of typhoid fever, Jane Gibbings, only
daughter of R. P. Lewis, M. B., of Beaverton, aged one year and eleven months.

On the lth instant, in the Parish of Leeds, County of Megantic, aged 30 years, Mrs.
Eléonore Gendron, wife of James McFarlane, M.D.

On May lst, aged 65, after a protracted illness, G. L. C. Screoder Van der Kolk,
Professor of Medicine in the University of Utrecht. One of the most devotedcultivators
of Medical Science and illustrious physicians of Holland.

On May 7th, G. R. Favre, M.D., consulting physician to the London Ophthalmic Hos-
pital.

At Madeira, ofPhthisis Pulmonalis, on the 16th May, Thomas Wakley, Esq., founder
.and editor of the London Larcet, in the 67th year of his age.
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ABSTRACT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT MONTRE.AL IN JUNE 1862.
By Archibald Rall, M.D.

DAILY MEÂiS 02 TElE TRT E WIND. RAIN AND SNOW.

cLotrDs. ci .i 'CO:

cl ~c: GEZiERAI OBSERVATIONS.

• ioL . o ------ - -c. . r1 00 .10 .10 o n0c h. C

1 29.7181 67.8 '46.9 .50 1.5 à. 6 Ou. St. 78.7 53.2 S .1C3............... oa aoan2 29.733 70.3 52. 4 .56 2.5 7.0 Cu. St. 77. 04 61.2 y ' , 2.3. .. Solar .al..a.m.
3 30.026 64.9 46.7 .53 2.5 8.3 Cu. St. 71.2 585 N.E. 1. .

4 .120 61.2 42.3 '.53 3.5 9.6 on. St. 67.2 52.6 N Ñ .1.65 30.060 68.8 48.4 .50 4.0 1.3 C.St. 76.8 507 Sc...
6 29.866 65.1 48.3 .58 2.0 5.6 Cu. St. 79.7 57.5 S. ......... .. ........

029.86 58.6 47.2 .64 4.5 7.0 Strat. 62.2 52.2 W. 2.3. ............
8 30.054 61.2 42.6 .52 3.5 2.6 Cu. 67.3 49.5 N..E. 2..nap ... Iap
9 30.044 67.5 47.2 .50, 1.5 0.0 S 67 6 N.N.E. .3........ ........

s 000 6.8 4. 5 .013C.t 76.0 50.7 W5-. 1.3.............. .....

10 29.963 70.7 48.3 .46 1.0 00 00 78.2 48.0 S.W. 2.3 ....... ........
il 29.677 72.1 51.8 .51 1.0 3.6 Cir. St. 83.2 47.4 S.W. 3 . Lunar eclipse.
12 29.481 68.9 57.7 .72 5.5 10.0 Cu. St. 82.2 58.6 W.S.W. 4 . ..... Thundrstorm from S.eS. c.
13 29.656 71.3 57.5 .63 4.0 1.6 Strat. 78.3 61.2 W. 1:3 0"31 .... Tud to 0.31 at7p..W
14 29.806 64.4 53.1 .68 5.5 2.6 Cu. 78.4 55.0 N.W. .3 .. 1 at.7.p.m
15 30.097 53.6 33.8 .49 4.0 2

.6 Cu. 58.4 46.Ù N.W. 2. . ...........16 30.274 61.0 37.7 .49 3.2 0.0 00 68.3 55.7 N W. 2.3 Slight Frost.
17 29.793 69.6 52.8 .56 5.5 7.3 Cir. Cu. 79.6 54.8 S. 118 29.472 68.0 58.2 .72 6.5 9.0 Cu. St. 76.0 59.6 S.W. 3. 005 0.0519 29.650 60.7 55.0 .84 9.0 10.0 Nimb. 63.7 55.N.N.E. 1 O 0.17 ......... 0.17
20 29.801 .64.9 46.8 .54 7.5 .1.0 Ou. 73.0 52.5 N.S.W. 13 0.14 ......... 0.14
21 29.901 62.3 50.7 .71 9.0 7.0 Nimb. 72.0 52.8 S.W. 20 0.07 ........ 0.07
22 30.053 62.1 49.4 .64 6.5 4

.OCu.St. 73.5 52.5 S.W. 2.0 0.32 ..... 0.32
23 30.070 65.0 52.5 .61 8.0 5.3 Cu. 76.8 52.5 N.N.W. 2.60.3..........3
24 29.976 63.8 54.1 .72 9.510.0 Cu. St. 71.2 57.0 ..............
25 29.881 67.0 51.4 .60 8.0 2

.6 Cir. St. 76.7 55.3 .N.W. 2.3 0.09 .26 29.853 70.1 56.7 .66 8.0 4.3 Cir. St. 76.9 60.6 N. 1.3 ............... Distant lightning.
27 29.757 75.3 53.3 .47 4.5 1.3 Cir. Cu. 87.3 62.2 - N. 2.6...... Distant .........
28 29.792 76.2 56.1 .51 5.0 6.3 Cu. 83.6 66.7 S.E. 1.3..............
29 29.734 72.9 57.3 .62 7.0 7.6 Ou. St. 84.7 60.0 S. 3 ......... .....
30 29.536 67.2 57.2 .72 8.5 9.6 Cu. St. 72.8 60.5 S. 2:0 0.40 0.40

Ss.............................................
s 298572 67.79 51.60 .585..................... ·.·55.8......···· 1.55

ABSTRACT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT TORONTO IN JUNE, 1862.
CoMpiledfrom the Records of the fagnetic Observatory.

RAIN AND SNOW .DAILY MEANS OP THE THERM WIND. ýn 24 hours ending =TE R. (C Qat6 A.M. next day.
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